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ABSTRACT

Two tasks of communication in a multi-hop synchronousradio network are considered: point-topoint communication and broadcast (sending a messageto all nodes of a network). Efficient protocols
for both problems are presented,Even though the protocols are probabilistic, it is shown how to acknowledge messagesdeterministically.
Let n, D, and A be the number of nodes, the diameter and the maximum degree of our network,
respectively. Both protocols require a setup phase in which a BFS tree is constructed. This phase takes
0 ((n + Dlogn)logA) time.
After the setup,k point-to-point transmissionsrequire 0 ((k+D)logA) time on the average. Therefore the network allows a new transmissionevery 0 (logA) time slots, Also, k broadcastsrequire an average of O((k+D)logAlogn) time. Hence the average throughput of the network is a broadcast every
O(logAlogn) time slots. Both protocols pipeline the messagesalong the BFS tree. They are always successful on the graph spannedby ‘the BFS tree. Their probabilistic behavior refers only to the running
time.
Using the above protocols rhc ranking problem is solved in 0 (nlognlogA) time. The performance
analysis of both protocols constitutesa new application of queueing theory.
Keywords: Radio networks, broadcast, point-to-point routing, distributed algorithms, average case analysis, Queueing

Theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

A radio network is a network of processors which communicate using radio. The main characteristic of radio
communication is that if a receiver is in the range of two
or more transmitting stations then it does not receive anything. A radio communication network is single-hop if all
nodes are in transmission range of each other. Otherwise
it is multi-hop. Thus, sending a mcssagcbetween two stations in a multi-hop network might involve transmissions
of intermediate stations.
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Real life radio networks for data communicationare
quite limited. In fact, most such networks are single-hop.
The only existing multi-hop networks resort to the tree
topology. This situation looks rather odd considering the
easein which radio networks can bc initiated and the flexibility and modularity of their operation.
A new approach for controlling the activity in
multi-hop radio networks was presented in the work of
[BGI87], where an efficient broadcast protocol is
prcscntcd. Their method gives a new way of looking at
radio networks. However, they do not provide protocols
for many important network tasks.
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In the present work we use some of the ideas
presentedin [BGI87], together with some new ideas to get
very efficient protocols for two important and practical
tasks. The tasks are k point-to-point transmission and kbroadcast.Point-to-point trunsmission is the task of sending a messagef?om one station to another. Broadcast is a
task initiated by a single stations called the source, which
transmits a message to all stations in the network. A kpoint-to-point transmission (k-broadcast) is a task which
consists of R point-to-point transmissions (k-broadcasts).
Besides the theoretical interest, these tasks constitute a
major part of real-life multi-hop radio network.
model consists of an
undirected graph whose nodes represent stations (i.e., processors) and whose edges indicate possible communication, (i.e., an edge between two nodes implies that the
corresponding processorsare within range of each other).
The processor have distinct IDS. Initially, each processor
knows its local neighborhood (i.e. the identity of its neighbors) the size of the network, n, and an upper bound A on
the maximum degree of the network. It need not have any
additional information of the topology of the network.
1.1

Model

Description

Our

slots.

Also, k broadcasts require an average of
0 ((k+D)logAlogn) time. Hence the averagethroughput of
the network is a broadcastevery O(logAlogn) time slots.
Both protocols pipeline the messages along the
edges of a BFS tree. They are always successfbl on the
graph spanned by this tree. Their probabilistic behavior
refers only to the running time. The performance analysis
of both protocols constitutesa new application of queueing
thwly.
The main contributions of the current work is in the
use of the BFS tree to pipeline the messagesin the network, the acknowledgement mechanism and the usage of
Queueing Theory for the analysis of the collection protocol. We feel that the last two contributions can be used in
other applications.
1.3 Prevlous Work Chlamtac and Kutten [CK85] showed
that, given a network and a designated source, finding an
optimal broadcast schedule (i.e., broadcasting schedule
which uses the minimum number of time-slots) is NpHard. They also routed messagesthrough a (not necessarily BFS) tree, and discussed “implicit aclolowledgements”. Their acknowledgments are conducted in the
absence of conflicts, which is achieved at the cost of
increasing the time of a single point-to-point communication to 0 (DA*).

The processors may uansmit and receive messages
of length 0 (logn) and communicate in synchronous timeslots subject to the following rules. In each time-slot, each
processor acts either as a trammitter or as a receiver. A
processor acting as a receiver is said to receive a message
in time-slot t if exactly one of its neighbors Lransmitsin
time-slot t. The messagereceived is the one sent. Since
communication is synchronous the only dificulty in routing messages,in this model, is the possibility of conflicts;
that is, situations when several neighbors of a processor
transmit simultaneously and it receives nothing. More
specifically, we assumethat there is no conflict detection,
(see [BGI881).

Chlamtac and Weinstein [CW87] presented a
polynomial-time (centralized) algorithm for constructing a
broadcast schedulewhich uses 0 @log%) time-slots.This
centralized algorithm can be implemented in a distributed
system assuming the availability of special control channels, but the number of control messagessent may be quadratic in the number of nodes of the network [we87].

Throughout the paper, n denotes the actual number
of processors,A the maximum degree and D the diamctcr
of the network.

Bar-Yehuda et al. [BGI87] described a randomized
single-sourcebroadcastprotocol. To ensure that with pmbability 1--E all nodes receive the message the protocol

Efticient protocols for k-point-to-point
communication and k-broadcast are prcscntcd. Even
though the protocols are probabilistic, it is shown how 10
acknowledge messagesdctcrministically. Both protocols
require a setup phase in which a BFS tree is consuuclcd.
This phase takes 0 ((n + Dlogn)logA) time.

requires an averageof 0 ((D + 1ogf)logA) time slots. For

1.2 Main

Results

After the setup, k point-to-point uansmissions
require 0 ((k +D)logA) time on the average. Thcreforc the
network allows a new transmission every 0 (logA) time
330

D=2, they have also shown an n(n) lower bound for

deterministic protocols. Thus, for this problem there exist
randomized protocols that are much more efficient than
any dctcnninistic one. For D=2. Alon et al. [ABLP88]
showed an R(log*n) lower bound, which matches the
upper bound of [BGI87],
In IBGI881 Bar-Yehuda et al. discussseveralmodels

of radio communication and show how to detect conflicts
and simulate a single hop network. Thus they show how
to use protocols designed for the ETHERNET in a multihop network [C79, Ga85].
OutlIne Both protocols depend on the
existence of a BFS tree of the graph which is constructed
in a a setup phase. During the setup part, a leader is
chosen. Once the leader is chosen, it initiates the construction of a BFS tree whose root is the leader. For this purpose the protocols of [BG187] and [BGI88] are used. The
setup phase is conducted only once, after which any series
of point-to-point transmissionsor broadcastsmight be performed1.4 Protocol

The broadcast process is reactive (continuous), it is
invoked whenever a source originates a messageto broadcast. It consists of two subprotocols: collecrion - sending
the messagesfrom the sources to the root of the BFS tree
and distribution - sending the messagesfrom the root to
ail the processorsof the network.
The point-to-point transmissionis also reactive, It is
invoked whenever a processor wishes to send a message.
A messagefrom node u to v travels first up the tree. Once
the messagereachesa common ancestor of u and Y it continues downwards towards v. The protocols for both directions are very similar to the collection protocol and are
fully described in section 5.
Since both protocols are reactive, it is not possible
to wait until all the messages have finished to travel
upwards, and only then start their journey downwards.
Therefore, in both protocols the collection and distribution
subprotocols are conducted concurrently, either by using
separate channels or by multiplexing: odd time slots are
dedicated to the upward traffic (collection) and the even
ones to the downwards traffic. We shall not elaborate
further and assumeseparatechannels.
All our protocols make use of a basic protocol,
Decay IBG1871for passing messagesfrom one layer to ihe
next. In the sequel we use the term sepldwhenever Decay
is used.
procedure Decay (m);
repeat at most 2logA times
transmit m to all neighbors;
flip coin .E R {O,l)
until coin = 0.

properties:

(1) It lasts 210gAtime slots.
(2)

If several neighbors of a node v use Decay to send
messagesthen with probability greater than ‘/z the
node v receivesone of the messages.

Severalof our protocols require that all successfully
sent messagesbe acknowledged. We show that though
there is positive probability that a messageis not received,
every message that has actually been received is acknowledged with certainty. The overhead of the acknowledgement mechanismis minimal - it slows down the
protocol by a factor of 2. As a result the point to point
transmissionis always successfulon the graph spannedby
the BFS tree.
1.5 Organization Section 2 describes the setup phase.
Since it relies on previous work we only show how to
modify it for our needs. All the other results are entirely
new. Section 3 describes the acknowledgement mechanism, Section 4 the collection protocol and its analysis, Section 5 the point-to-point transmissionprotocol and Section
6 the distribution protocol. An application, ranking, is
described in Section 7. Concluding remarks appear in
Section 8. The appendix contains a formal justification for
the use of the queueing model.
2. THE SETUP PHASE

Our protocols require the existenceof a basic commuuication subnetwork. This network consists of a leader which
is a root of a BFS tree. Bar-Yehuda et al. [BGI88]
leader
in
described
how
to
find
a
0 ((1oglogn)Q + 1ogz)logA) time.
In [BGI87] Bar-Yehuda et al. describe how to find a
BFS tree. Their algorithm requires 0 (DlogAlogt)

time

slots and succeeds with probability I--E. Since we have
assumedthat all the IDS are distinct and n is known to all
the nodes, the leader election and BFS can be modified so
that they always succeed,only the running time is probabilistic:
First, choose E = l/n, thus with probability 2 l-n-’
the leader election and the BFS protocol succeed. To
make sure that the protocol always succeeds,when joining
the tree each node sends a messageto the root using the
collection protocol of Section 4 below. This protocol only
uses already constructed edges of the BFS tree, always

Decay is a probabilistic protocol, with the following
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succeeds and requires an average of 0 (nlogA) time slots
to send all these messages.If the root does not receive all
the messagesby twice the expected time, it reinvokes the
setup phase. Since the probability of reinvocation is less
than ‘A, the entire modified setup protocol lasts
0 (DlogMogn) time slots on the average.
2.1. Preventing collisions from different levels. An
advantage of the BFS tree is that a collision at a node Y at

Figure 1

level i can occur only by messagessent from levels i-l, i
and i+l. Collisions of messagessent Tom different levels
are prevented by using time multiplexing: We require that
a node at level i transmits a messageat time slot t only if
t = i mod 3. This increasesthe duration of our protocols by
a factor of 3. Henceforth, we assumethat this mechanism
has been built into aU our protocols.

slot t) and v’ did not successfully receive any message.
This contradicts the assumption that v’ successllly
received a messageat time slot t.
II
4. COLLECTION

3. THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PROTOCOL

The purpose of the collection protocol is to send messages
from the sources to the root of the BFS tree. Since no
source knows the number and IDS of the other sourcesthis
is done concurrently and independently by all of them.

The protocols of sections 4 and 5 use messageswhich are
each destined to a single processor. These protocols
require that every message be acknowledged. We now
show how to conduct acknowledgementsdeterministic&y.
The odd time slots are dedicated to the original protocol
and the even ones to acknowledgements. Namely, every
node that receives a messagesends an acknowledgement
on the next time slot

Messages are sent, using Decay, via the BFS tree
from BFS-children to their parents. To each messagewe
append the ID of the node v which sent the messageand
the ID of v’s BFS-parent. This information enablesa node
to figure out whether the messagewas sent by its BFSchild, by its BFS-parent or by another node. The nodes
will make use of this information and we shall omit the
details of this.

The next theorem shows the correctnessof this protocol. The theorem depends on the fact that each message
has a unique destination and that the destinations of
different messagessuccessfully received at the same time
slot are distinct.

4.1. The collection protocol Every node has a buffer of

Theorem 3.1: Let v be a node that received a message
from node u using the above protocol, then u receives an
acknowledgement.

Proof: Supposethat v received the messagefrom u at time
slot t and that u did not receive the acknowledgement.
According to the protocol, v sent an acknowledgement at
time slot t+l. Since u did not receive the acknowledgement there must have been a conflict at IL.Le., at time slot
t+l another node, v’, connected to u also sent an acknowledgement (see Figure 1). According to the protocol,
v’ would not send an acknowledgement unless it received a
messagedestined to it at time slot t.
However, since the messagesent by u was destined
to v+v’ and v’ acknowledges only messagesdestined to it,
v’ received its message from a node u’+u. Therefore, at
time slot t both u and u’ sent messages,and since v’ is connected to both of them, a conflict occurred at v’ (at time
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unacknowledged messages. Initially, all buffers except
those of the sources are empty. The protocol proceeds in
phases. In the odd time slots of each phase every node
whose buffer is not empty executesDecay to send a message from its buffer to its BFS-parent. ‘Ihe even time slots
are dedicated to acknowledgements as explained in Section 3. Every such messageis resent until an acknowledgement is received. Whereupon, it is removed from the
sender’s buffer. When a messageis received it is put on its
receiver’s buffer. Since the acknowledgement occurs
immediately after sending, messagesexists on exactly one
buffer and proceed from child to parent.
4.2. Analysis of the collectlon protocol We first estimate
how fast messagesmove from level to level.
Theorem 4.1 L.et i21 be a level containing messagesat
the beginning .of a phase. There is probability
dd

=: 0.2325 that during the phase a mesZY = e-‘(l-e-‘)
sage from level i is succes@dly
received by its BFS
parent.
Proof sketch: A phase consists of a single invocation of
Decay. At any given time, the nodes which still want to

transmit are calIed live. At each time slot each live processor iirst hansmits and then with probability $5dies. Therefore, on the average,half of the live nodes die at each time
slot.
Let TRYi be the set of nodes of level i who are live
at time t =O. Consider two cases:
Case I, I TRYi I S A: The analysis of Decay [BGI87]
implies that with probability 1 ‘55there exists a time slot
with exactly one live processor u of TRY;. Hence, the BFS
parent of u receives U’Smessage.

Case 2, I TRYi I > A: The probability that a node v E TRYi
isliveattimetc

clef

= 1ogA is l/A. The probability that TRYi

contains a live node at time lo is 1 - (ll-(l-

3’“”

2

+)A2 1-e-l.

Let u be such a node, w be its BFS-parent and S =
(v E TRY; I (v,w) E E) \ (u) (the transmitting neighbors
of w not including u). If at time co, S contains no live
nodes, then w receives U’S message. The existence of a
live node in S is independent of the behavior of II. The probability that at time r. S contains no live node is
, ISI/(A-1)
r

We now use Queueing Theory to analyze the performance of the collection protocol. To that end, we model
each level of the graph (except the root) as a server (see
Figure 2). Thus we have D servers connected in series,
with the output of the ith server being the input the i-1st.
Theorem 4.1 shows that if there are customers (messages)
at server (level) i, at some phase then with probability L y
a customer is served and moved to server i-l during that
phase.
In our application at time t =0 the messagesare distributed over all levels. The processing time of our system
is less than that of a system in which all messagesoriginate at level D and instead of being already in the system
at time t =O,their arrival process is Bernoulli with parameter h. A formal treatment of these arguments appearsin
the appendix. We first analyze server D. It is a discrete
/M/M/l queue fK75] with parameters k and l.t: Its birth
process (arrival of customers) is Bernoulli with probability h, while the death process (serving customers) is Bernoulli with probability CL. Following Burke [B56], Hsu
and Burke ElB76] analyzed the problem when 1< p.
Theorem 4.2: @II3761Consider the akparture process of
the above queue (wih h < pj, i.e., let S(t) = 1 ifat time I a
customer was processed, and S(t) = 0 otherwzke. Then 6
converges to a Bernoulli process wilh parameter h.

Since ISI ,<A-l the above probability is 2 e-t,
Therefore, the probability of a successfultransmissionis 2
Prob( TRYi contains a live node at time to) x
Prab ( at time fo all nodes in S dead)
2(1-e-‘)xe-‘.

They also showed that Pi(r) = the probability that at
time t the length of the queue is j approachesa limit pi and
po=l-),

p,1=

(1 -$ppO

’

0

server4

server 1

f-

BFS edges

---

other edges

server 3
server 2

Figure 2 - The Queueing Model
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protocol is invoked. To this end, each node should hold
list of its BFS descendants.
h(1 -A)
Thus the expected queue length is E = C j)?j = ~ _ 3c. .
ia
By Little’s result [K75 p. 173, the average time in the
- ij
I-h
queueis.T=x=s.
The major observation is that since the output of the
ith server is the input to the i-lst, the input to all serversis
Bernoulli with parameter X. Using this observationwe get,
Theorem 4.3: The expectednumber of phases required for
k messages to reach the root is at most
2( 1 + fi)y-’
(k + D).
Proof: Theorem 4.2 holds asymptotically. Here we have
only a finite number of messages. Wowever the asymp
totic results can be used (i.e., t--)00) since the queue sizes
and the completion time are nondecreasingfunctions of t.
Hence the limiting case is an upper bound.
The expected time for the kth message to arrive
equals the expected time until it enters the queueing model
=A/& plus the time to pass through the D servers
k
l-h1 -A=-D
,i.e..atotalofj;+
P,hL),
P-X
Substituting X= 1 - fi
and p = y satisfies hcp and
yields the desired result.
cl
Since each phase lasts twice the time of Decay and
y= e”(1-e-l), we get
Corollary: The expected number of time slots for k messagesto reach the root is bounded by 32.27(k+D)logA.

This constant can be improved using the techniques of
[Ho871.
5. Point to Polnt Tranamlsolon

As mentioned before, this protocol consists of two subprotocols: the upward direction subprotocol from the initiator
of the messageJJto a common ancestorw of u and the destination v and the downward direction subprotocol from w
to v.
5.1. The upward subprotocol This protocol is essentially
identical to the collection protocol, except that messages
do not go all the way to the root but only to the ieast common ancestor of the originator and the destination which
are included in the message.When the messagereaches a
BFS tree ancestor of the destination, the downward
334

The descendantinformation can be found once, right
after the BFS tree is constructed: As soon as a node joins
the BFS tree, it sendsits ID to the root via all its ancestors.
During the BFS protocol, each node cau record its parent,
thus to send a messageto the root, it is sufficient to send it
to that parent and ask it to send the message further.
Whenever a node receives such a messagefrom one of its
children, it adds the ID of the originator of the messageto
the list of IDS of descendants. Conveying all the descendant information requires the collection of n-l messages,
i.e., 0 ((PI-l+O)logA) = 0 (nlogn) time.
5.2. fha downward subprotoool This protocol is also
very similar to the collection protocol. The messagesare
prepended with the ID of their final destination. Every
node sends messages destined to its BFS children and
keeps a buffer of unacknowledged downgoing messages.
Here we also use Decay. On each phasea messageis sent,
according to that protocol. Messages are resent until an
acknowledgement is received. A node w receiving a message destined to u processesit only if u is a BFS-tree descendant of w. To process a message,w acknowledges it
and if w#tl( it is put on w’s downgoing buffer.
ne setup phase requires
0 (nlogA) time after which passingk messagesrequires an
average of 0 ((k +D)logA time. When k+ the average
time per messageis 0 (logA).
5.3. Performance analysls

6. BROADCAST

To broadcast a messagea node first sends the messageto
the root using the collection subprotocol of Section 4.
Then the messageis sent to all the nodes of the network
using the distribution subprotocol to be describedbelow.
In the distribution protocol every message has
several destinations, therefore, the acknowledgement
mechanismof Section 3 can no longer be used. In principle the messagecan be sent using the BFS protocol. However, each message would require 2DlogAlogn time to
reach all the nodes wilh probability 1-e. A better idea is
to use pipelining: Send the i+l-st messagebefore the i-th
one reachesits destination.
The protocol consists of superphaseseach consisting of 410gAlogn time slots. At superphaset the root sends
the f‘th messageand all the nodes of level i repeatedly
send the t-i‘ th message(using the Decay protocol 210gn
times).

Let v be a node of level i and r a superphasein
which the nodes of level i-l send the messagem. By property (2) of Decay, in each invocation of Decay, there is
probability 2 ‘95that v receive a message.Since there can
be no interference by messagessent from different levels
(Section 2.2), if v receives any messageit must be from
level i-l and since all the nodes of that level send the
same message,with probability 2 l% Y receives the message m, Since a superphaseconsists of 2logn invocations
of Decay there is probability 21- l/n 2 that v receives m
during the supetphase.The probability, that m is passed
successfully to all the nodesof the network is 2 1 - I/n.
For each messagethe above protocol may fail with
finite probability. If the number of messagesis unbounded
then eventually the protocol will fail. This failure can be
prevented by changing the protocol as follows:
The root appends consecutive numbers to the
messages. Every node v examines these
numbers and when u encountersa gap it realizes
that it did not receive a message.Thereupon, v
sends a message to the root requesting it to
resend the missing message.

7. RANKING

Our protocols can be used for additional problems, such as
ranking in expected time 0 (nlognlogA):
The problem
Given n processors with distinct IDS
renumber the processors,
id
id* tr.. . ,id’,, such that 1<id:< TV and
id’i<id) if and only if idi<idj.
I..

sage leave the root is O(- nnl bm%~)

= 0 (IogAlogn).

Also, each messagerequires an averageof 0 (DlogAlogn)
time slots to reach all the nodes.
The previous change causes another problem, the
message numbers are unbounded. An additional change
can correct this problem. The messagesare numbered
mod n2. After messagenumber n2 is received each node
sendsan acknowledgement to the root. The expected time
that all these messagesreach the root is 0 ((n+D)logA).
Thus the expected time that the all the acknowledgements
reach the root is 0 ((Dlogn+n)logA). Let c be the implied
constant in the above expression. If the root does not
receive acknowledgements from all the nodes by
2c(Dlogn+n)logA) time slots after it sent the n’th messageit resendsthe missing messages.It can be shown that
the probability that the n’th message has to be resent is
less than l%, thus this last correction increase the load of
the systemby at most a factor of 2.
335

l

A,,

The protocol
Use point-to-point communication to send
all the IDS to the root. It calculates the
destination of each of the new IDS and
sendsthem to the nodes.
There is a total of 2n-2 messages, which require
0 (dogA) time (not including the setupcosts of Section2).

(1) If n is not known but only an upper bound N, we can
still find a BFS tree with probability 1-a in expected
time O(Dlog$ogA).

This setup time is sufficient

for k-broadcast. However, point-to-point transmissions still requires O(n +Dlog~logA)

Since on the average no mom than l/n of the messageswill be resent, the extra load on the network is a factorof 2+=$-i.
Moreover, the time spent in each
kon’
layer is 0 (logAlogn), thus the effective rate in which mes-

.

time to

acquire the descendantinformation.
(2)

If there are no IDS then the processorscan randomly
choose sufficiently long IDS such that with probability l-e all the IDS are distinct

(3)

Supposethat we change the model such that in case
of a conflict the receiver may get one of the messages.In this model our deterministic acknowledgement mechanismis no longer valid. A more complicated, less reliable and slower protocol exists also
for this case.

(4)

In some “real life“ situations processorscan detect
that a conflict occurred. WC have not postulate this
ability since we do not know how to use it.

(5)

Our protocols route messagesthrough a spanning
tree causing congestion at the root Are there
efficient communication protocols that avoid this
problem?
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Si = min(Ui,mi).
[Ho871 HoM, M., “A Feedback-lessDistributed BroadTherefore, ai’ = a; - Si + Si+*, (by convention, @+I = 0).
cast Algorithm for Multihop Radio Networks
A move sequence is an infinite series
with Time-varying Structure”, 2nd ACM 1ntr.
M=(m’,m2, *** ) of move vectors. Move *(a,M, t) is the
MCPR Workshop, Rome (May 1987). Also
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result of making c movesaccording to M, i.e.,
Move’(a,M,O)

Move(b,m’) < b. By Lemma A.2 Move(a,m’)
thus by the minimality of
Move (b,m’),
T(Move (a,m’),M’) 5 T(Move (b,m’),M’J Thus,

=a

Define a partial order 5 between partitions, such that a2 b
if and only if there exist a move sequence M and an
integer t such that a = Move’ @,M, t). (Also, a<b if a<b
and a#b.)
A move vector m is a is a singleton if exactly one of
its componentsis 1 and all the other componentsare zero;
the singleton whose i-th component is 1 is denoted ei. The
following lemma shows that we can simulate any move
vector by a series of lexicographically decreasing singletons.
Lemma A.1: For every move vector m there is a singleton
move sequence E,
such that for
every a,

T(a,M) = 1 + T(Move (a,m’),M? S
1 + T(Move (b,m’),M’) = T(b,M).

i-1

Proof: Let E, = (ek,e&, * * ) such that e6 = ej, where j

0

Let p,(a) be the probability that T(a,M) = t. The
average completion time is E (T(a)) = &,(a).
it1

Lemma A.5 alb implies that E (T(a)) IE (T(b)).
Proof: Let a<b. Theorem A.3 implies that for all M,
T(a,M)S;T(b,M). Therefore,
(M:T(a,hQSt)~(M:T@,M)I;t)

Taking probabiiities
P ((M : T(a,M) I; t)) SP((M : T&M)

Move (a.m) = Move’(a,Em,&i).

I
b,

S

2)).

In o&r words,

l

is the first notuero component of m - ‘&gl.

0

i=l

Corollary A.2: aSb if and only if there exists an integer t
and a move sequence E consisting only of singletons such
that a = Move’(b,E, t).
Lemma A.3 If &b then for all move vectors m,
Move(a,m)SMove(b,m).
Proof: Lemma A.1 and Corollary A.2 imply that it suflices
to prove the lemma for m = ej and a=Move(b,e;). If
i#j+l
then Move(a,ej) = Move(Move(b,ei),ej)
=
Move((b,e,),ei), implying Move(a.ej) SMove(b,ej).
Also if bi=O then a-b. Thus we assumethat j=i-1
and bj+l>O. If bj=O then b = Move (b,ei) and Move(a,ej)
= Move(Move@,ej+l),e& 5 b = Move(b,ej). Otherwise,
Move(a,ej)
=
Move(Move(b,ei+I),ej)
=
Mm t(b,ej),ej+l).
Cl
The completion time of a partition a w.r.t. a move
sequence M is T(a,M) = min(t : Move (a,M,t) =
W, . . . , 0)). (For some M’s the completion time may be
infinite.)
Theorem A&k Ifa 5 b then for all M, T(a,M) 5 T(b,M).
FVoof: Let b be the least partition for which there exists a
move sequenceM and a partition a such that a<b while
Let
M=(m1,m2, s-e)
and
TtaJW >T@,W.
M’=(m2,m3, - - - ).
Without loss of generality,
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&M) 2 iPj@)ia
ia
The last condition defines that T(a) is stochastically
greater than T(b) [Stoyan]. In this case,
W(a)) = i&&d
f4j-l

S cfPj@)

=E(T(b)).

u

lrljJ

CoroIlary A.6: Moving all the messages to level D does
not decrease the average completion time.

We now consider the effect of changing the probaA move vector
bilities of move VeCt0l.S.
m = (m0,m2,. . . ,mo) dominates
the move vector
i = (ii&i2 ,....?%~)iffOrtiiRZi1~~
Lemma A.% If m dominates xii and aSb then
Move (a,m)SMove@.ti).
Proof: Let E, and & be the singleton move sequences
corresponding to m and t% (Lemma A.l). Eh is a subsequenceof IS,,,.Thus, by Lemma A-1,
Move(a,m) = Move’(a&,,t)

I Move*(a&,,?)

By Lemma A.3,
S Move*@,I&?)

= Move(b,ih).

A move sequence M(m’ ,m2, . . .)
M(lii’ ,Ih2, * * . ) if for all j & dominatesI;;‘.

q

dominates

Lemma A.& If M dominates h;i and alb
T(a,M) I T@,I$.

then

Proof: By induction on I = T(a,M) and using the previous
Lemma.
II
Lemma A.9: Let P and P’ be distributions ef move
sequences such that for all i and j, k(rni > 1) = 0 and
P (m/ = 0) S P(m( = 0). If T and f are the respective
finikhing times thenfor all partitions a

Drool: For each move sequence M we randomly associate
a move sequenceG as follows: If mf 2 1 then with proba= 1, otherwise & = 0. From the

bility
construction:
(1)

M dominatesI&, and

(2)

if M was obtained by the distribution.P then the distribution of the derived move sequencesfi is F.

By Lemma A.8, T(a&l) I T(a$). The remainder of the
proof is similar to that of Lemma A.5
II
The meaning of these lemmas is that the expected
time until all messagesreach the root is not greater than
that in which
(1)

All R messagesoriginate at a new level D+l and
with probability 1’ at time t a single messagemoves
from level D +l to level D;

(2)

in a single time unit at most one messagemoves
from each level, and

(3)

if level i contains messagesat time t then with probability y a single messagemoves from that level to
the previous one.

To finish the proof of the theorem, it remains to justify the use of the steady-statedistributions of the servers
instead of the transient ones. This follows by comparing
our model to one in which the servers are in the steady
state. The two models differ only in their initial partition:
In our case there arc k messagewaiting at level D +l and
all other levels are empty, while in the steady state-model
there are additional messagesin the first D levels. Thus
the initial partition of the steady-state model dominates
ours. The desired result follows by formally proving that
if a dominates b then the expected completion time of a is
greater than or equal to that of b. The formalization and
proofs are similar to that of the above lemmas.
0
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